
Nutrient Network Technician
“Poies with Purpose”

Full time | 30+ hours/week

AboutWasted* PBC
Wasted* provides Poies with Purpose — we bring sustainability to sanitation and
demonstrate that human waste is a valuable resource. We oer urine-diverting and
traditional portable restrooms, and at our headquarter’s *Lab, we recover and reintroduce a
portion of the water and nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) from human
waste.

Primary Purpose
The Nutrient Network Technician is responsible for supporting the entire nutrient recovery
process. This includes driving, collection in the field, ooading at the *Hub (company
headquarters), and reintroduction of urine-derived fertilizer streams at local farms. Their
main responsibilities are to deliver excellent customer satisfaction by driving the company
service truck to various locations in beautiful Northern Vermont, servicing, pumping,
cleaning, and repairing portable restrooms, applying urine-derived fertilizer to farms, and
contributing to the optimization of servicing systems for our portable sanitation oering.
They will also provide in-person, hands-on support around our headquarters by completing
tasks that enable the deployment of portable units into the market, such as repairing units,
maintaining vehicles, washing vehicles, and restocking supplies.

This position is crucial to our mission and represents the face of our circular sanitation
company.

Responsibilities
● Operate a company service truck and drive to various locations to service, pump, and

refresh portable restrooms or deliver units for our clients in accordance withWasted
and DOT requirements. Pump the mixed waste stream and/or urine stream into the
appropriate truck tank.

● Provide outstanding customer service when on customer worksites to ensure
services are completed to their satisfaction.

● Ensure proper unloading of waste streams. Depending on the delivery and service
type, empty the truck at theWasted*Hub and/or local wastewater treatment plants.

● Use a tablet with route and service software to eiciently complete jobs; complete
required route paperwork.

● Check, wash, and repair units and vehicles as needed.
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● Demonstrate professional behavior, an accountable work ethic, and adapt to a flexible
schedule. Perform all work duties in a safe manner in accordance with Wasted* and
DOT safety standards to prevent accidents or injuries.

Qualifications and skills
● Team player with a "can-do" aitude.
● Strong verbal communication skills.
● Maintains a calm and level-headed demeanor under pressure and in challenging or

stressful situations.
● Strong decision-making, problem-solving, and timemanagement skills.
● Excellent aention to detail.
● Able to walk up to 30 minutes at a time without exertion and lift 30 lbs from floor to

head.
● Valid driver's license �CDL or non-commercial).

Compensation
● $30 per hour
● Generous healthcare benefits, including vision and dental.
● Generous time o, including paid time o and community service time.

Company Values

● Biophilia: We hold a sacred celebration of the natural world and recognize Earth as our
primary stakeholder. With a profound sense of interconnection, we consider all life in
everything we do.

● Reverence: We have deep respect for all those that make our work possible: service
technicians and customers, those who came before us and thosewhowork alongside
us. We hold ourselves and each other in high regard, prioritizing honest and integrity
driven collaboration. We recognize that each of our individual actions – and howwe do
them –maers.

● Fun: In our approach to life andwork, wemaintain a perspective of levity and positivity.
We embrace the notion that fun is not merely an outcome, but a lens through which
we view the world. We take responsibility for consciously infusing fun into our
professional endeavors.

Contact | careers@wasted.earth
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